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FADE IN
EXT. SMITH DRIVEWAY - MORNING
JERRY is hosting a yard sale. A small crowd of people look
through the items on sale. MR. GOLDENFOLD buys a stack of
magazines and exits. Jerry waves to him.
JERRY
Thanks again, Mr. Goldenfold! I’m
sure you’ll be feeling golden in no
time!
Jerry laughs to himself as BETH enters the driveway.
JERRY (CONT’D)
O-Oh, Beth! You’re home early!
Aren’t you... supposed to be at
work?
BETH
(Scornfully)
I wish I could ask you the same
question. But then I remembered
you’re Jerry Smith.
JERRY
Well hey, I just made two bucks off
those old Sports Illustrated
magazines!
BETH
Yeah? Well if you actually had a
job, you wouldn’t have to rely on
another man’s lust to afford a pack
of gum.
Beth begins walking into the house.
JERRY
Oh come on, Beth! I just needed a
little extra cash!
BETH
So you’re having a yard sale?
JERRY
Why do you treat everything I do
like it’s the end of the world or
something?
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A large, extraterrestrial satellite lands in the front yard.
Flames engulf the front yard and most of the items being
sold. All the people at the yard sale run away screaming.
JERRY (CONT’D)
Oh, no! Oh, no! My imported towel
collection! My bathroom golf set!
(on the verge of tears)
...My sign!
Jerry’s yard sale sign labeled “Jerriffic Deals!” Is broken
in half.
RICK and MORTY enter through a portal. Rick is in the middle
of a conversation with Morty.
RICK
...And that’s why cheating is
completely fair game!
BETH
(to Rick)
Wow Dad, that was perfect timing.
RICK
Yeah, I installed a nanochip inside
Jerry’s head that alerts me every
time he’s in distress. I-It’s very
amusing...
JERRY
God damn you, Rick!
RICK
So what’s happened since your last
distress signal twenty minutes ago?
Everyone watches as Jerry mourns the loss of his yard. The
fire continues to burn fiercely.
RICK (CONT’D)
Let me guess. Did the DVR forget to
record Dr. Phil again?
JERRY
(yelling)
Shut up, Rick! You know damn well
why I’m upset!
RICK
Things crash and burn, Jerry. You
should know that better than
anyone.
(MORE)
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RICK (CONT'D)
It’s almost like the yard is the
physical embodiment of your
marriage.
Jerry looks down in shame. The yard flames accentuate.
MORTY
Jesus, Rick, was that really
necessary?
RICK
(burps)
Yeah, you- yeah.
Rick extinguishes the flames with a gadget. He opens the
extraterrestrial satellite to find a single letter. His eyes
widen as he reads it.
RICK (CONT’D)
(sighs)
God dammit. No!
MORTY
(frantically)
Is it a declaration of war? Is it
an interdimensional citation? I-IIs it a Garblaxian assassin
disguising itself as a piece of
paper?
RICK
Even worse. It’s an invitation to
meet up with my college roommate.
INTRO
INT. RICK’S SPACESHIP - SPACE
Rick and Morty fly towards the moon.
MORTY
So why do we have to go to the moon
to meet your roommate?
RICK
Wow, Morty, it’s almost as if you
weren’t listening to my explanation
during the thirty two second intro
sequence.
Rick grabs a garage door remote from the glove compartment
and presses it. A large crater on the moon opens up,
revealing an entrance. They fly inside.
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RICK (CONT’D)
Just so you’re aware, Morty, don’t
listen to anything my roommate has
to say.
MORTY
What do you mean?
RICK
That prick is like the Charles
Ponzi of space. You can’t trust
him!
MORTY
...Uh?
RICK
We used to cause a lot of mischief
throughout the galaxy. We made a
lot of enemies, got banned from
several solar systems and boned a
lot of space hookers. Typical
college stuff.
MORTY
What happened between you two?
RICK
(sighs)
All you need to know is that he’s
the biggest douche in the galaxy,
Morty.
MORTY
Wow, that sounds an awful lot like
someone else I know.
RICK
Ooh, you got me, Morty. Keep that
up and you’ll be playing bathroom
golf like Jerry.
INT. SMITH DRIVEWAY - MORNING
The front yard is covered in burned clothes and household
appliances. Jerry sobs as he pats his scorched bathroom golf
set. Beth face palms.
BETH
Get over it, Jerry. Grow up and
move on like the rest of us.
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Beth tosses Jerry a broom and exits. Jerry sweeps through a
pile of soot and finds a creepy book, completely unaffected
by the fire. Jerry looks intrigued.
INT. MOON BASE - CONTROL ROOM
Rick and Morty walk into a dark control room with various
buttons and levers on the walls.
MORTY
Wow, Rick, this is so cool. Did
people used to live here or
something?
RICK
Not people, Morty, just assholes
who liked messing with primitive
life.
Rick flips a light switch on. ZLIPPY DIP, a blue alien
wearing an elegant robe, sits at the opposite end of a table
in the center of the room.
ZLIPPY DIP
Rick Sanchez! Long-a time no see!
RICK
(Rolls eyes)
Ugh, hello Zlippy Dip.
MORTY
(voice cracks)
What’s up?
Morty gulps.
ZLIPPY DIP
Oh, this must be Morty! I’ve hearda so much about you!
MORTY
(to Rick)
Wait, you’ve told him about me?
RICK
Obviously not. He just heard me say
your name.
MORTY
...Right.
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RICK
We’ve been here for two seconds and
you’ve already Jerry-d things up.
Rick drinks from his flask.
RICK (CONT’D)
(to Zlippy Dip)
What’s this about, Zlip?
ZLIPPY DIP
Oh, come on, Rick! You know why I’ma here.
Zlippy Dip jingles a small key ring.
RICK
Right now? You really think I’m
gonna play that again?
MORTY
(to Rick)
Play what? What is he talking
about?
ZLIPPY DIP
You know you want too, Rick. Don’ta be a sore loser!
MORTY
What the hell is going on?
RICK
(to Zlippy Dip)
I’m not the sore loser, you spaceItalian son-of-a-bitch! I’ll play
your stupid game!
ZLIPPY DIP
Molto bene!
MORTY
(to Rick)
Game? What game?
RICK
(ignoring Morty)
And when I win, you’ll leave the
Milky Way for good.
MORTY
(whispering)
I thought we shouldn’t trust him!
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ZLIPPY DIP
...And if I win, I finally get to
destroy your home planet!
MORTY
Wait, WHAT?
RICK
Yeah, hold up, Zlippy Dip. Uneven
trade.
ZLIPPY DIP
Fine, if you win, I’ll leave your
galaxy and give you three hundred
zleepleweeps.
Beat.
MORTY
No deal. Right, Rick?
RICK
(to Morty)
You got it.
(to Zlippy Dip)
Let’s play some motherfuckin’
Terraform Tactics, baby!
EXT. SMITH DRIVEWAY - NOON
Jerry is looking through the creepy book. Beth enters.
BETH
Jerry, it’s been two hours! What
have you been doing this whole
time?
JERRY
I found this really weird book! Do
you know where it came from?
BETH
Jerry, there are bigger, more
important things you should beJerry gets distracted by the book. He sees a picture of a
person in the book that looks like him.
JERRY
(ecstatic)
Wow! That looks just like me!
(gasps)
...And he has a cool sign, too?
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The next page shows the Jerry look-alike next to a sign
labeled “Wingardium Jerryosa.”
JERRY (CONT’D)
This is so weird! Ha ha!
Jerry walks inside his house without looking up from the
book. Beth looks at him in disgust as he completely
disregards the front yard.
INT. MOON BASE - LATER
Rick and Zlippy Dip break out a deck of cards and several
dies. Zlippy Dip turns the control dashboard on with his keyshaped finger. All the buttons light up.
RICK
Your key-finger disgusts me.
ZLIPPY DIP
Your whole race disgusts-a me!
Hundreds of miniature monitors turn on, each labeled with
different countries and cities. A grid and several holograms
are placed over the window, making the Earth look like a
giant board game.
Morty watches in awe. Rick presses buttons on the dashboard.
RICK
Alright Morty, this button controls
weather.
The monitor labeled “New York” displays a live-feed of the
weather fluctuating between rain and sun.
RICK (CONT’D)
...This button controls mountains.
A monitor labeled “South Dakota” shows the faces on Mt.
Rushmore transform into butts. Tourists watch in shock.
RICK (CONT’D)
...And... I forget what this one
does.
Rick presses the button and the entire Earth stops spinning.
Everything on Earth appears to be frozen and incased in a
glossy substance.
RICK (CONT’D)
...Oh, right. That locks Earth in a
paused, time-tanium state.
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ZLIPPY DIP
In that caseZlippy Dip presses a button. A barrage of asteroids fall to
Earth. The impact leaves no damage whatsoever. The timetanium subsides and Earth resumes spinning.
Rick gives Zlippy Dip a nasty glare.
ZLIPPY DIP (CONT’D)
What? It’s-a not like it left a
mark!
MORTY
Holy shit, Rick! It’s like the
Earth is some kinda sandbox- er
Playdoh or something!
RICK
Yup.
Morty points to another wall full of buttons.
MORTY
Hey, what do those buttons do?
RICK
Oh yeah. So like, half of the
buttons in here make pyramids. I’m
not sure if it’s an elaborate
prank, or if the alien engineers
were just really turned on by
pyramids.
Rick rapidly presses a button on and off. A monitor labeled
“Egypt” shows a live-feed of a pyramid phasing in and out of
reality.
MORTY
Geez!
RICK
Zlip! You’re a part of this creepy
terraforming race! What’s the deal
with the pyramids?
ZLIPPY DIP
It’s funny!
Rick turns back to Morty.
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RICK
...It’s true. Hundred zleepleweeps
says we’ll start a whole new
religion by the end of the day.
ZLIPPY DIP
I wouldn’t-a count on it. The Earth
is, how you say, boned!
RICK
Alright, let’s just start this
fuckin’ game already. I’m tired of
hearing your dumbass voice, Zlip.
Rick and Zlippy Dip use a computer keyboard to make hologramlike markers on the board-game surface.
RICK (CONT’D)
By the way, dibs on Western
Hemisphere.
ZLIPPY DIP
Whatever.
MORTY
Wait, Rick! What’s that supposed to
mean?
RICK
Jesus, Morty! It means I’m
protecting our family! Would you
rather I’d pick the other side of
the world and risk destroying my
daughter and... Jerry?
MORTY
(sighs)
I guess not.
RICK
Thought so, you little- y-you
little bitch.
Rick and Zlippy Dip each draw five cards from the deck and
roll dice. Rick rolls a two and Zlippy Dip rolls a five.
ZLIPPY DIP
Ha ha... You know what they say,
Rick. The first person to strike
always wins the battle.
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RICK
Yeah, good one. Literally nobody
has ever said that. Just play your
damn card already.
ZLIPPY DIP
(maniacally)
Oh, I will. Things are about to-a
get quake-y!
Zlippy Dip reveals an earthquake card. Rick grabs his dice.
RICK
Shit.
MORTY
What’s that mean, Rick? What’s that
mean?
RICK
It means grandpa has to roll some
low numbers.
Rick rolls two dice. One is a one, and the other is a two.
RICK (CONT’D)
Suck it, Zlip!
Zlippy Dip presses the earthquake button, set at a level of
three intensity out of twelve.
INT. SMITH LIVING ROOM - MOMENTS LATER
Jerry sits on his couch reading the creepy book. Beth
continues to pester him.
BETH
Honestly, Jerry? This is what your
life has become?
JERRY
Oh come on, Beth! Just look at this
thing!
BETH
That book is older than a fossil,
Jerry.
JERRY
(under his breath)
Well if you hate fossils so much,
why do we keep your dad around...
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BETH
(yelling)
Oh this, again? Jerry! I swearJERRY
Doopie, doopie! Alkaline schmoopy!
Beat.
BETH
...What the hell?
JERRY
You can’t argue with silly words
like that, can you?! This book is
chock-full of them!
The ground begins to shake.
BETH
Jerry?
JERRY
(crying and yelling)
Get down, Beth! Save yourself!
Jerry runs into the kitchen and hides underneath the kitchen
table. The shaking subsides.
JERRY (CONT’D)
How the hell? ...Beth? Do you
remember the last time we had an
earthquake here?
BETH
Jerry, I think you should take a
look at this.
JERRY
No, I’m serious, Beth! We never
have earthquakesJerry returns to the living room. He and Beth look out the
window. They see green rain pouring from the sky.
INT. MOON BASE - CONTROL ROOM - CONTINUOUS
Rick looks pissed off as he holds a card labeled “Green
Rain.”
RICK
Well, it was either that or octuple
rainbows.
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ZLIPPY DIP
Oof. Bad cards, Rick? Maybe I
should have shuffled.
Rick growls at Zlippy Dip. Morty stops him.
MORTY
What does the green rain do? Why is
it green? Why did you place it on
your own territory?
RICK
Calm down, Morty! Just look at the
monitor.
Rick, Morty and Zlippy Dip look at several monitors with U.S.
cities on them.
Transition through the monitor into the Smith’s neighborhood.
EXT. SMITH DRIVEWAY - CONTINUOUS
Jerry, Beth and several neighbors look to the sky in awe.
JERRY
What is with this stuff?
BETH
My dad’s probably saving the world
again.
JERRY
Yeah, right. Your dad only causes
disasters. Unless... Unless this is
acid!
Jerry uses his creepy book to shield himself from the rain.
His eyes widen as he looks up to his book.
JERRY (CONT’D)
Wait a second... Beth! This wasn’t
your father’s doing... It was mine!
BETH
(painfully sarcastic)
Yeah, alright, Jerry.
JERRY
No, I’m serious!
Jerry flips to another page in the book.
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JERRY (CONT’D)
Uhh, let’s see here... Wiggity
wiggity, purple durple hop skotch!
The clouds begin to disappear. The rain stops. All of the
plants and vegetation in the neighborhood shimmer with a
healthy green glow.
JERRY (CONT’D)
I... I did it.
(on the verge of tears)
I really did it!
BETH
Jerry, you’ve done nothing.
JERRY
(ignoring Beth)
This is it! This is my calling! I
know what must be done!
BETH
(rolls eyes)
Oh, here we go.
JERRY
(yelling to the sky)
I was given this book to make the
world a better place! Goodbye
“Jerrific Deals!” Hello, Jerry,
master wizard of all things good!
The apple tree across the street snaps in half, as the apples
grow to the size of televisions.
INT. MOON BASE - CONTROL ROOM - CONTINUOUS
Morty shakes his head in embarrassment at his dad. Rick
laughs and turns the monitor away.
RICK
Okay, never mind. That card was
worth it! Ha ha!
ZLIPPY DIP
Yeah, what a dumbass.
RICK
Word.
Morty sighs and looks away.
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ZLIPPY DIP
Rick, how do you sleep at night
knowing that you live on such a
primitive planet?
MORTY
(interjecting)
Hey, don’t say that about my
family, Zlip!
RICK
Yeah, you tell him, Morty!
(to Zlippy Dip)
But seriously, Earth is pretty
shitty.
MORTY
Rick! Whose side are you on?!
RICK
Jesus, Morty! Everything is gonna
be fine.
Zlippy Dip places down a tsunami card. Rick rolls a nine.
RICK (CONT’D)
Welp, there goes half of the east
coast.
Rick presses a button and several cities are torn apart by a
raging tsunami. Rick shows no emotion.
MORTY
Oh my god, Rick!
(crying)
You just killed all those people,
you monster! Do you even care about
our family? W-What-what if
something happens to ourRICK
(grabbing Morty)
Morty, nothing is gonna happen to
our family. I promise. What do I
look like? Some kind of... some
kind of non-promise keeper?
Morty continues to shed tears.
RICK (CONT’D)
That’s what I thought, Morty. We’ve
got to do this. And we’ll do it by
hurting as few people as possible.
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Rick draws a card. He smiles maniacally as he places a
“malaria” card down. Zlippy Dip rolls an eleven.
RICK (CONT’D)
(to Zlippy Dip)
Boom! Read em’ and weep, asshole!
Ha ha ha! Death by disease! That’llthat’ll teach ‘em.
Rick drinks from his flask. Morty looks shocked.
EXT. SMITH NEIGHBORHOOD - NOON
Several neighbors (including BOB and DAVE) stand outside
looking at the giant apples. Jerry enters, wearing a Harry
Potter outfit.
JERRY
Good day, gentlemen!
Everyone pauses and laughs at Jerry.
JERRY (CONT’D)
What? You don’t like my new outfit?
BOB
You never fail to make my day
enjoyable, Jerry Smith!
DAVE
Yeah, you gryffin-dork!
Everyone continues to laugh. Jerry flips through his book.
JERRY
Laugh all you want, but I assure
you, you’re going to regret making
fun of me.
(clears his throat)
Shoppa Dockey launch ‘n conch
flippy flappy Nickelback live in
concert!
Everyone stares at him, before bursting into laughter. Jerry
stands confidently.
JERRY (CONT’D)
Now taste the power ofThe ground rips open before them. Zombies pull themselves out
of the holes. Everyone gasps as the zombies shriek.
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An OLD ZOMBIE begins to grab Dave. Before Dave has a chance
to run, the old zombie speaks.
OLD ZOMBIE
D-Dave?
DAVE
Dad? Is that you?
Both Dave and the zombie run to each other and hug, tears
flowing out of their eyes. The other zombies start wandering
around, reuniting with their families.
DAVE (CONT’D)
(crying)
Jerry? ...Jerry! I’m sorry I ever
doubted you.
Jerry has an extremely confident look on his face.
INT. SMITH LIVING ROOM - CONTINUOUS
Beth looks at Jerry being complimented through the window.
She scoffs and closes the blinds.
INT. MOON BASE - CONTROL ROOM - CONTINUOUS
Zlippy Dip holds his arms in the air, confused at what he
just witnessed. Several monitors show zombies eating people
all across America, except for Rick’s neighborhood, where the
zombies were friendly.
ZLIPPY DIP
What’s-a with this bullshit?
MORTY
Wow, Rick! Are the zombies tame
because of that magical green rain
thing you used earlier?
RICK
Uh, sure. It was all... part of the
plan.
ZLIPPY DIP
Eh, it doesn’t matter that much. My
zombies have-a already destroyed
Chicago, Pittsburgh and Paris!
MORTY
Wait, isn’t Paris on your turf?
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RICK
No, Morty. I think he means Vegas.
MORTY
Oh.
The board-game hologram shows Zlippy Dip being in the lead.
He has destroyed 27% of Rick’s territory. Rick has only
destroyed 18% of Zlippy Dip’s. Rick draws a card. Morty looks
at Rick’s hand.
RICK
(whispering to Morty)
Now, Morty, if I really wanted to,
I could use this supernatural
repellent to save my own cities
from the zombies.
Rick shows Morty another card.
RICK (CONT’D)
(whispering to Morty)
But, I think this card would be a
lot more strategic and funny.
The card is called “Oops! We ‘accidentally’ dropped a Nuke!”
with Russian text underneath.
The “Moscow” monitor shows several small nukes launch towards
Europe, Africa and Asia. Rick’s percentage moves up to 40%.
ZLIPPY DIP
Fuck you, Rick! This game is just
getting started!
INT/EXT. MONTAGE
Montage of Zlippy Dip and Rick placing down cards. With each
shot, a more terrible event is set in place.
Rick makes a city catch on fire. Zlippy Dip sends swarms of
bees towards Rick’s territories. Rick responds with sending
flaming bees back at Zlippy Dip’s cities.
Rick will occasionally watch over his hometown, making sure
that nothing happens to his family. Rick shows no emotion,
fooling Morty into thinking that he doesn’t care.
Rick and Zlippy Dip’s showdown is intercut with shots of
Jerry.
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Jerry is making new friends in his neighborhood. People come
to him for help, and he heals them (while in actuality, Rick
uses healing cards to keep the town safe).
Large monsters swarm Jerry’s neighborhood, but he scares them
away with lightning storms. Rick laughs at Jerry’s stupidity.
INT. SMITH LIVING ROOM - LATER
Jerry has decorated the living room to resemble a classroom.
Several people, including DAVID and MATT, sit in desks.
Jerry enters, wearing a more extravagant wizard outfit.
JERRY
Okay class! Can anybody tell me
what the most important part of
chanting a spell is?
David raises his hand.
JERRY (CONT’D)
Yes, David!
DAVID
The most important part of chanting
is filling your voice with
confidence and emotion.
JERRY
That is completely correct!
Beth walks in with groceries.
BETH
Jerry. I’m gone thirty minutes, and
you’ve already converted our
neighborhood into a fucking cult?
JERRY
Language, Beth! There are children
here. ...And, yes. I have.
BETH
When is this going to stop, Jerry?
Matt gets out of his seat.
MATT
Excuse me, ma’am! You shall only
refer to our teacher as Supreme
Sorcerer Smith.
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BETH
Uh, yeah... Not gonna happen.
(to Jerry)
Jerry. We’re done.
JERRY
What? You’re just gonna pack up and
leave?
BETH
I’m packing your things and kicking
you out.
Beth walks into the kitchen. Jerry looks back at his class.
JERRY
Now students, unfortunately I’m
going to have to cancel class early
tonight.
DAVID
Can’t you just use magic to make
your wife love you?
JERRY
I mean... You know what? I bet I
can!
Jerry flips through his book to a page with a heart on it.
INT. MOON BASE - CONTROL ROOM
The words “Endtime Event” scroll over every monitor.
MORTY
Woah, what’s happening?
ZLIPPY DIP
Mama mia! Endtime event!
RICK
(to Morty)
The game only lasts about fifty
turns. Now that it’s over halfway,
a worldly event plays that affects
everybody.
ZLIPPY DIP
Back in college, I had the greatest
luck with-a the worldly events!
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RICK
Yeah, but your luck’s about to run
out, bitch.
Rick and Zlippy Dip each pull a lever to a slot machine. The
slot machine gives them a card.
RICK (CONT’D)
Oh boy, I haven’t seen this one
before...
INT. SMITH KITCHEN - CONTINUOUS
Jerry walks into the kitchen with his students behind him.
Beth looks at them in disgust.
JERRY
Beth! I need to tell you something.
BETH
You have about fifteen seconds
before I drop you in front of these
idiots.
JERRY
Um... Slackity dack pack, flim flam
Shiq-du-rack!
Jerry holds his hand out as if he could shoot magic at Beth.
Nothing happens.
JERRY (CONT’D)
D-did it work?
Beth slaps him and exits the kitchen. The students start to
whisper to each other.
MATT
His wizardness has failed?!
JERRY
I-I-I-uh!
Jerry stressfully flips through the book. Jerry drops the
book and the students see it.
DAVID
Are you sure this is real?
MATT
I can’t believe this!
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MR. GOLDENFOLD
Do you have any more Sports
Illustrated mags?
Suddenly, every metallic object in the kitchen begins to lift
off the ground. They stick to the ceiling.
JERRY
What theEveryone looks outside. Thousands of metallic objects float
to the sky. A man with braces sobs as he floats away.
INT. MOON BASE - CONTROL ROOM - CONTINUOUS
Rick and Zlippy Dip laugh. Morty looks at the worldly card
they were given, labeled “Metal is gone or something, the
card.”
RICK
Who knew we were reverting this
planet back to the stone age?
ZLIPPY DIP
Might as well make-a some pyramids
while we’re at it!
Morty snaps and pushes Rick into the corner.
MORTY
Listen, Rick. I know that you don’t
care about Earth, or anyone on it,
but I do. You promised me you would
help our family! By the look of
things, we’re about to end our own
species. Can you just end this
game?
RICK
(whispering)
You don’t understand, Morty. I
can’t just quit. Zlippy Dip is the
only being that can control this
place. If we quit, he’ll just
destroy the Earth anyway.
MORTY
Can’t you just kill him?
RICK
Damn. What happened to peaceful
Morty that wanted everyone to live?
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MORTY
This is different!
RICK
I need to beat him. That’s the only
way he’ll stop. His species are
rule-followers!
MORTY
(sighs)
Alright...
Rick and Morty return to Zlippy Dip.
ZLIPPY DIP
Hey assholes, would you mind
rolling the dice, things are about
to get-a spicy.
Zlippy Dip shows an asteroid card.
Rick grabs the dice to determine the level of the asteroid.
He rolls a twelve.
RICK
Oh fuck.
ZLIPPY DIP
Game. Set. Match.
EXT. SMITH DRIVEWAY - EVENING
The students angrily leave Jerry’s house. Thousands of
metallic objects fill the sky.
All of a sudden, asteroids come into view. Neighbors begin to
gather at Jerry’s lawn with pitchforks and signs.
JERRY
Listen, everybody! This is not my
fault! I-I had nothing to do with
this!
Beth exits her house with one of Rick’s sci-fi guns.
BETH
Get off of my lawn, bitches!
JERRY
Beth, you believe me, right?!
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BETH
I believe you’re a huge idiot,
Jerry. But you don’t even come
close to these idiots.
INT. SMITH LIVING ROOM - CONTINUOUS
Beth and Jerry walk into the living room and watch the news.
Every channel on TV reports the dangerous weather
fluctuations, disasters and potential third world war.
JERRY
Was this...?
BETH
Not you, Jerry. Your book is fake.
JERRY
Thank God.
BETH
We need to find shelter.
INT. MOON BASE - CONTROL ROOM
Rick is severely behind Zlippy Dip, who is about to win.
“Chance Time” occurs, and confetti shoots out of the air
vents.
RICK
(insanely hyped)
Oh, shit motherfuckers! Chance
time!
MORTY
Wait, what?
RICK
Since grandpa’s about to lose with
a huge disadvantage, I get a free
card that will hopefully make
things even again.
ZLIPPY DIP
Pff.
Rick gets a card from the machine. The card says “Make the
weather slightly warmer.”
ZLIPPY DIP (CONT’D)
Ha! So much for good luck!
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Rick sneakily takes a sharpie out of his pocket and starts
writing on the card.
INT. SMITH GARAGE - NIGHT
Beth and Jerry try to open up the fallout shelter in Rick’s
lab.
BETH
Dammit. It won’t open!
JERRY
Ugh! Call Rick! He can save us,
right?
There is yelling outside the garage door. The angry neighbors
are still surrounding the house.
INT. MOON BASE - CONTROL ROOM -CONTINUOUS
The Holograms begin to fade as the game comes to a close. A
menu says “reversing early cards.”
EXT. SMITH DRIVEWAY - NIGHT
The metallic objects fall back to Earth. The zombies that
were once friendly, start to deteriorate and fall apart.
The giant apples rot and shrink.
The angry mob breaks into the Smith’s house.
INT. THE SMITH HOUSE - CONTINUOUS
The angry mob start yelling and chase Jerry outside his
house. Jerry struggles to run due to his overly extravagant
wizard costume.
INT. MOON BASE - CONTROL ROOM - CONTINUOUS
Zlippy Dip has a big smile on his face. Morty is practically
pissing his pants.
ZLIPPY DIP
Any last words?
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MORTY
Yeah. Why do you wanna destroy
Earth? What happened between you
two?
ZLIPPY DIP
You really wanna know? Rick cheated
in our last bet. Because of that,
he won, forcing me to spend several
decades serving some magical
dipshit.
RICK
I didn’t cheat.
ZLIPPY DIP
Yes you-a did! And now I want all
humans to die!
RICK
Come on, Zlip. The past is in the
perlini, right?
ZLIPPY DIP
(shrugging)
That is true. But I already played
the card.
Rick takes out his “time-tanium” card and freezes the planet.
The Earth stops spinning.
As the asteroids hit the surface, they leave no damage.
Zlippy Dip yells angrily. Rick grabs the steering wheel and
starts up the moon engines.
ZLIPPY DIP (CONT’D)
(yelling)
What are you-a doing?
RICK
What I should’ve done before your
fuck-face came back to the Milky
Way.
The moon enters the Earth’s atmosphere as it begins to crash
downwards. Rick and Morty portal away.
Zlippy Dip tries to enter his escape pod, but it’s covered in
debris. Rick’s time-tanium card falls in front of Zlippy Dip.
He realizes that Rick wrote over the card- it wasn’t actually
a time-tanium card at all.

27.

ZLIPPY DIP
Cheaters!
The moon crashes down violently into the Earth, leaving no
damage. The time-tanium subsides.
EXT. SMITH NEIGHBORHOOD - CONTINUOUS
Rick and Morty enter from a portal. The neighborhood is
covered in moon chunks.
MORTY
Wow, Rick! You really did it!
RICK
Yup. That’s what I- it’s what I
always do!
MORTY
But why would he play with you
again if he knew that you used to
cheat?
RICK
Some people are just
extraordinarily stupid.
Jerry runs in the distance. An angry mob follows him.
Zlippy Dip, bruised, stands up out of the destroyed moon
pieces and gives Rick a nasty look.
ZLIPPY DIP
Rick Sanchez, I’m-a going to slice
you into pepperoni!
Rick reaches for his gun holster, which isn’t there.
RICK
Dicks!
Jerry runs past Rick and Morty and continues down the street.
He hides behind a giant moon chunk.
The angry mob brutally murder Zlippy Dip, mistaking him for
Jerry, who shares the same extravagant clothing.
MORTY
Oh my god!
RICK
Ehh, he killed more people than I
did. He deserved it.

28.

MORTY
(sighing)
Luckily everyone hates my dad so
much that they tried to kill him.
RICK
Yeah. My Jerry distress alarm was
off the charts. Finally some piece
and quiet.
As Rick and Morty walk away, Rick begins to sing “That’s
Amore!” The camera pans out, revealing the Earth covered in
chunks of moon rock.
FADE TO BLACK.

